Abstract. We show that in the limit of small Rossby number ε, the primitive equations of the ocean (OPEs) can be approximated by "higher-order quasigeostrophic equations" up to an exponential accuracy in ε. This approximation assumes well-prepared initial data and is valid for a timescale of order one (independent of ε). Our construction uses Gevrey regularity of the OPEs and a classical method to bound errors in higher-order perturbation theory.
1. Introduction. We consider the primitive equations for the ocean (henceforth OPEs), scaled as in [13] 
Here u = (u, v, w) is the three-dimensional fluid velocity, with v = (u, v) its horizontal component and v ⊥ = (−v, u); p is the pressure; ρ is the perturbation density (not including the mean stable stratification which figures into the ε in the equation for ρ). We write ∇ 2 := (∂ x , ∂ y ) and ∇ 3 := (∂ x , ∂ y , ∂ z ); when no ambiguity may arise, we simply write ∇. Similarly, we write ∆ 2 := ∂ The parameter ε is related to the Rossby and Froude numbers; in this article we shall be concerned with the limit ε → 0, and for convenience we assume that ε ≤ 1 (further restrictions on ε will be stated below). In general the viscosity coefficients for v and ρ are different; we have set them all to µ for clarity of presentation (the general case does not introduce any more essential difficulty). The forcings f v and f ρ are assumed to be independent of time.
We work in three spatial dimensions, 
where ∇ ⊥ := (−∂ y , ∂ x ). Note that this implies ∇ ⊥ .v = 0, which with the fact that w is odd in z in turn implies that w = 0, so the O(1/ε) term in (1b) also vanishes. Assuming that (3) is satisfied initially, it is well known that the OPEs can be approximated by the simpler quasi-geostrophic equation (QGE),
which only involves a single variable q g ; here f q := ∇ ⊥ · f v − ∂ z f ρ . The original variables are recovered using
Here ∆
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is uniquely defined to have zero mean over M. The quantities v g and ρ g derived from the potential vorticity q g are said to be geostrophic. The fact that ∂ z w + ∇ · v = 0 and (5a) imply that w g = 0. An approximation result was obtained in [3] for a closely related system where it was shown that the QGE (4) with µ = 0 and f q = 0 approximates (the unforced, inviscid and Boussinesq analogue of) the OPE (1) with an error of order ε for t ∈ [0, T ], viz.,
assuming that the left-hand side less than ε at t = 0 (and given sufficient regularity). We shall not attempt to follow their approach in this article as it makes no qualitative difference for our exponential-order result.
Regarding this result as a first-order approximation in the parameter ε, a natural question is whether one can obtain higher-order approximations. Put differently, we would like to know how fast, as ε → 0, the solution of the PE converges to the solution of a simpler system analogous to the QGE (4). Our main purpose in this article is to show that convergence of any algebraic order is possible for ε sufficiently small, resulting in an error estimate which is exponentially small in ε.
In the geophysical parlance, the dynamics of a fluid flow is said to be balanced if the solution stays near a subspace ("balance manifold") for some time. The order of the balance dynamics measures how close this approximation is in terms of ε. A result such as (6) implies that the quasi-geostrophic relations (5) define a balance dynamics of order ε. Our result (Theorem 2.2 below) thus implies that a balanced dynamics of exponential order exists for a timescale of order one (i.e. independent of the Rossby number). Note, however, that our result is actually stronger than the geophysical definition of balance, since it gives a pointwise approximation to an exponential order.
Also of geophysical interest is whether the solution (when appropriately initialised) stays close to a balance manifold over longer timescales. Using careful estimates (of a different type than those used here), it may be possible to prove that the solution remains "exponentially balanced" for timescales of order 1/ε (although it is clear that one cannot expect pointwise accuracy over this timescale); we plan to report on this in a future work [16] .
We begin with some notations. We write the horizontal velocity v as
wherev(z) is the mean vertical shear, i.e. the (x, y)-average of v. We introduce the linearised potential vorticity (which has appeared in the QGE above)
The streamfunction ψ and velocity potential χ are defined as follows. First, let
where, here and henceforth, ∆ 
And finally, let
where ∆
is uniquely defined to have zero average over M. This completes the definition of (q,v, χ, φ) in terms of (v, ρ).
It can be verified that these definitions imply the following relations,
The second equation is useful to compute ρ = −∂ z p from q and φ; v can be computed from (q,v, χ, φ) using (7) and (11) . Using the incompressibility condition ∇ · v + w z = 0 and the fact that w(x, y, 0) = 0, we also have The primitive equations (1) can now be written in the following form,
where overbar denotes average over (x, y) and P z is a projection which removes the (x, y)-average of a function, P z ρ := ρ −ρ, etc. The forcing terms in (14) are related to those in (1) by
It is easily verified that the O(1/ε) terms in (14) are antisymmetric. If the fast variables (v, χ, φ) are all zero-a condition that is equivalent to the geostrophic balance relation (3)-they can only grow through the nonlinear terms involving the slow variable q and the nonlinear terms on the right-hand side. Further analysis (cf. [3] , [16] ) shows that they remain small over a timescale of order one. Our main result [Theorem 2.2] states that, for certain initial data (v, χ and φ given in terms of q), this system can be approximated up to an error exponentially small in ε by the solution of an equation for a finite-dimensional slow variableq.
We note that the form (14) will only be used for (i) the construction of the approximation v * (q; ε) and ρ * (q; ε), and (ii) the integration of the finite-dimensional variableq. The approximation error estimates are in terms of (v, ρ) and (v * , ρ * ), so we will not need a priori estimates for (14).
Gevrey Regularity and Statement of the Main Result. Let W = (u, v, ρ).
The periodic boundary conditions allow us to write functions (assuming sufficient regularity) in Fourier series,
where
It follows from this that if W σ < ∞, |W k | decays exponentially fast in |k|; this fact will play an important role below.
The following result on the OPEs is proved in [14] (this has been extended to all time in [12] , but the version here is more useful for our present need):
Now let σ > 0 be fixed, and let W 0 be such that
We stress that T 1 and T σ are independent of ε. (Here and henceforth, all constants are understood to be positive.) Given a fixed κ > 0 (which will be chosen later; see the line above (68)), we define a finite-dimensional truncation of W as
and
It is clear from this definition that the projection P < is orthogonal. For the low modes W < we have the "reverse Poincaré inequality",
Here and throughout this article, · σ denotes the Gevrey norm (17) and | · | s denotes the usual Sobolev H s norm; when no confusion may arise, we will often 
We can now state our main result:
and the forcing satisfies
Then there exists an ε 0 ( ∇
, and aq (which is finite dimensional) evolving according to
where u * = u * (q; ε) and ρ * = ρ * (q; ε) are constructed in the proof below, such that if ε ∈ (0, ε 0 ) and the initial data satisfies
for some constant C id (independent of ε and W 0 ) then a similar estimate,
Remarks. 1. The v * and ρ * are the "exponential order" analogues of the (leading-order) quasi-geostrophic v g and ρ g . Unlike the latter, which is infinite-dimensional, our higher-order approximations are based on a finite-dimensional variable and depend on Gevrey regularity of the parent system (1).
2.
The sharpness of our bound (28) is unclear, but an explicit example constructed in [17] for a closely related problem suggests that one cannot do better than exp(−c/ε). 3. Although in this article we only treat the primitive equations for the ocean (1), the method described here should be applicable to many PDEs with a small parameter for which a Gevrey regularity result can be proved.
3. Proof of Theorem 2.2. Our approach is inspired by [11] , which is an averagingtype result on single-frequency infinite-dimensional systems, and by [5, App. B], which considers a finite-dimensional problem. Our present problem is infinitedimensional with an infinite number of frequencies, so small denominator problems would appear in an extension of [11] to this case. However, by considering the singular perturbation problem (hence the requirement for special initial data) in this article, we can avoid the small denominator problem.
The plan of the proof is as follows: * We will build up our nth-order approximation W n as:
The high modes W > are exponentially small thanks to the Gevrey regularity of W ; (23) then implies that they are exponentially small in any Sobolev norm. The low modes W < (which are finite-dimensional) can then be approximated by W n , which is constructed such thatŴ is exponentially small in ε. The total error
* It is "slaved" to the slow variableq in the following manner:
whereV (q; ε), X n (q; ε) and Φ n (q; ε) are functions to be computed below. For a motivation of this "slaving ansatz", we refer the reader to [20] . Even when working with finite-dimensional systems, we shall keep the convenient PDE notation, remembering that in this case we have the reverse Poincaré inequality (21). We note for future reference
* The (truncated) potential vorticityq evolves according to our "higher-order quasigeostrophic equations" (QGE n ),
where u n = (v n , w n ) and ρ n are determined in terms of (q,V n , X n , Φ n ) by (32)-(34). * In turn, (V n , X n , Φ n ) are computed using the iteration (39)-(41). If this iteration were convergent, say to (V ∞ , X ∞ , Φ ∞ ), and if we letq be the solution of
where u ∞ and ρ ∞ are determined from (V ∞ , X ∞ , Φ ∞ ) as before, then (v ∞ , ρ ∞ ) would be an exact solution of the OPEs. As is often the case in this type of problems (see [10] and [17] for closely related problems), this iteration is asymptotic rather than convergent, so we have to end the iteration at some n = n * . It is shown below that for n = 0, · · · , n * = η/ε 1/4 : (i) the slaved variables (V n , X n , Φ n ) are bounded [see (67) below], and (ii) the QGE n has an error of order ε n locally in time [see (84) below].
* We then show that withv n =V n (q; ε), χ n = X n (q; ε) and φ n = Φ n (q; ε) the solution of (35) is bounded for 0 ≤ t ≤ T 0 with T 0 independent of ε. (One can in fact show that the solution is bounded for all time, but we shall not do so here.) * Finally, we obtain bounds forŴ using the usual Gronwall-type argument. This proves the main theorem since W > is exponentially small by Lemma 2.1.
Following a common practice, we write c for a generic constant which may not be the same each time it appears; the more important constants are numbered: c 1 , c 2 , etc. Unless otherwise indicated, these constants (assumed positive) may depend on s, σ and domain size (L i ), but not on ε, κ, n, µ or the initial data. and
Putting these in (35) and using the fact that
which is the quasi-geostrophic equation (4)- (5) for the truncated variableq. This is our zeroth-order (truncated) quasi-geostrophic model, QGE 0 . For n ≥ 1, we defineV n (q; ε), X n (q; ε) and Φ n (q; ε) by the following iteration [cf. (14) ]
where D denotes derivative (differential) with respect toq and
R. TEMAM AND D. WIROSOETISNO
We recall that (u n , ρ n ) are given in terms of (V n , X n , Φ n ) by (32)-(34). This construction was presented, in general and formally, in [18] , which also proposed the use of a series expansion.
Let s > 3/2 be fixed (in the theorem we use s = 2, but we keep the general s in the proof), and considerq fixed for now. We start by estimating the nonlinear terms in G < (q,V n , X n , Φ n ) =: G n using (10) and (32)
From these we have
Putting these together with
gives us
and, upon the use of (21),
For the other nonlinear term in G n ,
we need in addition
Putting these together and using (21) again, we find
The linear terms are easily bounded, giving us
Going next to the nonlinear terms in (39)-(41), we compute
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The following estimates follow from our computation above:
Using the relations (15), the forcing terms are bounded as
Moving on to terms such as D(∆ 3 X n )G n in (39)- (41), we need a few definitions: Let D η (q) be the complex η-neighbourhood ofq in P < H s (M). It can be defined by Fourier series as
We note that sinceq(x) is real, the Fourier coefficients must satisfyq −k =q k where (here and only here) bar denotes complex conjugate; however, the Fourier coefficients q k in (58) need not satisfy this constraint. Let δ > 0 be fixed. For any function g ofq, let |g| s;n := sup
which is meaningful for n = 0, · · · , η/δ =: n * when D η−nδ (q) is non-empty. Let us also denote
To bound
we use Cauchy's integral formula (cf. e.g., [9] 
NowV z (q; ε), ∆ 3 X n (q; ε) and ∆ 3 Φ n (q; ε) are analytic functions ofq, being polynomials inq k . Using this, we have
We have now bounded every term in (41): putting together (62), (57), (56) and (48), we find
Similarly, we find for (40),
and for (39),
Putting these estimates together with (57), we find
SinceV 0 = X 0 = Φ 0 = 0, this trivally holds for n = 0. Taking δ = ε 1/4 and κ = ε −1/4 , and substituting this into (66), we find that
provided that ε satisfies the following constraints
By induction (67) can be seen to hold for n = 1, · · · , n * . For future reference, we note that this restriction on ε and (67) imply that
3.2. Local Error Bounds. Moving on to estimating the approximation error locally in time, we define
SinceV 0 = 0, X 0 = 0 and Φ 0 = 0, we have
So |R n | s;n is decreasing in n for ε sufficiently small. Remembering that this construction is valid for n = 0, · · · , n * , |R n | s;n is therefore smallest for n = n * = ηε −1/4 . More precisely, when
we have
which is exponentially small in ε (the argument of the exponential is negative since K < 1). In what follows we fix K, say K = 1/2, and set η = σ/ log 2. Assuming in addition that ε ≤ σ/10, we can write ε −3/4 exp(−σ/ε 1/4 ) ≤ c exp(−σ/ε 1/4 ) and
Remarks. A similar result for a different model was obtained in [19] . This result, which does not depend on Gevrey regularity (the model was inviscid), appears to be peculiar to the model in question and is only local in time (i.e. only up to this point in the present proof).
3.3. Regularity of QGE n . We now show that the solutionq(t) of
where u * = u n * and ρ * = ρ n * , is bounded independently of ε for t ∈ [0, T 0 ]. To this end we write u * = u 0 + u ε and ρ
As a preparation, we note that (47a) and (51) imply, with (67),
Noting that
We multiply this by ∆ s 3q in L 2 (M) and estimate the resulting terms as
and for the terms involving v,
and for those terms involving ρ,
Putting these together, we have
where c 8 and c are independent of ε if one assumes (69) and (82). Now let Q = 2 |q(0)| s + f . Replacing |q| s by Q in (69) and (82), we assume 
Remarks. 1. It is clear from the foregoing that this result is also valid for any n ≤ n * . When n = 0 (i.e. the classical quasi-geostrophic equation), one does not need the κ cutoff to prove boundedness (cf. [3] ), but this seems unavoidable for n > 0. 2. Sinceq now depends on time, bounded only by (98), the complex neighbourhood in P < H s (M) used in estimating DU n (q; ε) is |q| s ≤2|q(0)| s + f D η (q). 3. Due to the complexity of its construction, direct numerical integration of the QGE n is unlikely to be feasible. The existence of a high-order "balance manifold", however, opens the possibility (through some mechanism as yet unidentified) that in some cases the dynamics may happen to lie near this balance manifold. Starting with the evolution equation for ρ < ,
we find thatρ = ρ * − ρ < is governed by
Now S * ρ can be expressed in terms of R * φ as follows:
which gives upon using the definitions (42) of G * and (73) of R φ
Similarly, we find forv,
and, following the computation leading to (103),
